Belkin 27W
USB-C Car
Charger with
USB-C Cable
The Belkin USB-C Car Charger with USB-C Cable
charges your USB-C enabled device quickly and
efficiently while you’re in your car. The 27W USB-C port
charges any USB-C smartphone up to 27W making it
70% faster than regular 5W charging. The USB-C port
allows for reversibility of the connector, so you can plug
it in any way for the most convenient charging
experience. Even better, the sleek, minimalist design
matches your car’s interior and its small power light lets
you know your device is charging. Key Features Multitalented Cable: The sturdy, 4-foot USB-C cable allows
you to connect and optimally charge any USB-C device
quickly and easily on the road. Perfect for in-car
charging, the cable reaches easily from the power
source to anywhere in the car, even to passenger seats,
or hidden power outlets. 27W Universal Charging: The
27Watt/3 Amp charger connects to any USB-C device
through the cable. A USB-PD chipset within the charger
automatically detects the connected device, allowing it
to deliver optimal charging up to 27 Watts. This means
up to 70% faster charging for smartphones/tablets and
higher power delivery for larger devices such as
Ultrabooks and laptops. USB-C: All the benefits of USBC can now be experienced on the move, including the
convenient reversible connector, which makes it easy to
plug in anytime, anywhere. The C-C cable has a USB-C
connector at both ends, so either can be used to
connect to the charger and your USB-C device. USB-C
on the road: This USB-C Car Charger and Cable makes
it easy to charge your USB-C smartphone or tablet in
your car. The 4-foot USB-C to C cable and robust
charger offers up to 27W output for charging that's up to

70% faster than standard 5W. What's more, this car
charger and cable is universally compatible to work with
any USB-C device, including other smartphones,
tablets, wearables, and ultrabook computers. Learn
more about USB-C
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